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Murari Lal and Sons, New Delhi, 2011. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Contents: Preface. 1.
Introduction. 2. Muslim and the Hindu epics of medieval India. 3. Islamic Thoughts. 4. Caste in
Indian Muslim society. 5. Hindu Muslim identities in pre-colonial India. 6. Akbar and the
development of his religious policy. 7. Jizya and the state in India during the seventeenth century. 8.
Muhammad Jaunpuri and the mahdawiyah. 9. Religious traditions and some characteristics. 10.
Hanafi figh in Mughal India: The Fatawa-I Alamgiri. 11. The Sufi Shaikh as a source of authority in
medieval India. 12. The Political and religious authority of the Shrine of Baba Farid. 13. The Khojah
Isma?illis of south Asia. 14. Popular Shi?ism. 15. The Impact of Islam on Kashmir in the sultanate
period. Bibliography. India?s Islamic Traditions are as fascinating and enriching as the country and
its people. India is proud to embrace Islam and the religion survives and will continue to survive
with all its glory. It is in this context this book covers a wide range of topics and provides a
comprehensive summary of the rich diversity and cultural syncretism which are the hallmarks of
the Islamic traditions in India. It will become a standard...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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